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Whoa! What a month! So much has happened in
my last month in the CO’s chair that I don’t know
where to begin. I guess I’ll go in chronological order,
for no other reason than it makes a little sense.

I stated during my last column that I wouldn’t be
leaving the chapter, or backing off. That came to bear
during the business meeting, when Pete Mohney was
elected the new Commanding Officer. Pete offered
me the job of Executive Officer, which I gladly
accepted! In other words, we’re back where we start-
ed! Congratulations, Pete! 

The December recruiting event was awesome!
Initially, it appeared that the toy collection was going
to be disappointing, until the firefighters in attendance
mentioned they could take cash donations, and that
those donations would be matched by a local retailer.
The theater, upon hearing this, allowed us to take up
offerings just before the shows. The result was
astounding! $179 was collected, which matches to
$358!!! Outstanding! In addition, we collected two
trash cans of toys. 

This would be good enough, but we also held a
very successful recruiting table in the process, col-
lecting hundreds of names that we can use as follow-
ups, and meeting at least five very probable recruits,
one who attended the Christmas Party the following
night.

Speaking of the Christmas Party, it was also a great
success. There was a large attendance of chapter
members and guests, and a few folks from other
chapters. I received the best gift I could possible get
form the chapter, a book by Donald Knuth that I’ve
wanted for a long time. Thanks to everyone.

The USS Hephaestus will be hosting the 2004
Starfleet International Conference, right here in

Birmingham, Alabama!! Start making your plans now!
You may never again get such a prime opportunity to
attend an International Conference, so you shouldn’t
miss this one! It will be held at the Birmingham
Marriot, July 29-August 1, 2004.

We’ll need a boatload of volunteers to help work
this conference, so no matter how much (or how lit-
tle) you can help, we need you! You can review infor-
mation about the IC at http://www.ic2004.org/

I had a real sappy ‘goodbye’ paragraph ready to go,
but as you see in my column, I’ll continue to be sub-
mitting columns in my role as Executive Officer! So,
this isn’t goodbye, but rather a simple ‘see you next
month’… a few paragraphs lower.

bbyy FFlleeeett CCaappttaaiinn DDaannnnyy PPoottttss

www.ic2004.org


Greetings,

This will be my final report as XO of the Hephaestus.
Serving this ship has been an honor.   I find it hard to
believe that any ship in the fleet has a better crew than
the crew of the Hephaestus.

As we begin a new year we get a new Captain and XO to lead this ship.  Well, new
isn’t quite the right word.  Pete led this ship for many years and is a proven leader, during much of that time
Danny was his XO and it was a great time for this ship.  There is no doubt that this ship will be in great hands
for the next few years.

I have to admit that being XO was never a big burden, but with taking on the R2 Communications position
as well as doing the Anvil my time is getting stretched pretty thin these days.  So I will stick with putting out
the Anvil and the Update for a while.  I have no intention of  giving up either of these positions any time soon.
Besides, I have been told I can’t quit as Hephaestus Communications Officer.

I guess that is all I wish to say.  Once again is has been an honor serving this ship.

Dennis Evans
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The December Business meeting was held at Barnes and Noble
in Hoover. The results of the Hephaestus CO election were
announced, and Pete Mohney was named the new Commanding
Officer of the Hephaestus. The Regional Coordinator Election
was discussed. The new Star Trek books in stock were reviewed.
The details for the upcoming Recruiting Table and Christmas
Party were reviewed. As a new visitor was in attendance, Starfleet
101 was presented for the listening pleasure of the crowd. As no

games were brought for the meeting, a general discussion was held among the members in attendance.

There was no Social Meeting in December, due to the proximity of the Christmas Party and the Nemesis
Recruiting night.

All times, dates and locations are subject to change without notice. Please contact
Captain Danny Potts or any other command officer before attending meetings if you
haven’t been in touch recently.

Day Date Time Event Location
Mon Jan 6 7:00 Business Meeting Barnes and Noble
Fri Jan 17 7:00 Social Night Mohneys’
Mon Feb 3 7:00 Business Meeting Barnes and Noble
Fri Feb 21 7:00 Social Night Mohneys’
Mon Mar 3 7:00 Business Meeting Barnes and Noble

Mar 7-9 Region 02 Summit Madison, AL (The Bevill Cen.)
Fri Mar 21 7:00 Social Night Mohneys’
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Greetings,

Well, another year has come and gone and so we begin another
year of The Anvil.  Please take some time to look over this issue and
let me know what you think.  The Anvil is your newsletter and thus
your input is important.

I would like to urge all of you to continue to submit departmental reports and other materials to The Anvil.
You can send these to me at TheAnvil@charter.net.  The deadline for the next issue of The Anvil will be
Tuesday, January 21st.    So you have plenty of time to get your submissions ready.  However, it is never too
early to send them in.  

I would like to urge anyone interested in writing to send me any Stories you might have done for considera-
tion for publishing.  They don’t have to be Trek stories, though those are preferred.  So if you like to dabble
with writing Trek short stories or other Sci-Fi stories send them in.  There are a few rules though.  All stories
must be complete.  No partial stories please.  Keep them clean.  Remember this is a family publication.

We would also be interested in any drawings anyone might have done.  Simple Sci-Fi art or comics would
be a lot of fun.  Like all other submission send them to TheAnvil@charter.net.

Dennis Evans

Congratulations to CMO Neil Yawn, who graduat-
ed from the University of Alabama at Birmingham
with a Bachelors Degree! Neil’s the only person I
know to take longer than I did to get his degree, so
his persistence is well-appreciated!

Jan 6 Aron Eisenberg
Jan 12 Kirstie Alley
Jan 20 DeForest Kelley
Jan 7 Neil Yawn
Jan 9 Dennis Evans
Jan 12 Pat Simmons

mailto:TheAnvil@charter.net
mailto:TheAnvil@charter.net
http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
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Previous Balance: 144.35
Income: 20.00 Riley Membership
Expenses: -43.31 (Christmas Party)
New Balance: 121.04

There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which
shows your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease
receiving your newsletter. I will include a renewal reminder
note in your last Anvil, encouraging you to renew. You can, of
course, renew whenever you like! It will always extend your
membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International
membership expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet

card with your expiration date on it). Due to some problems with memberships not being received, I’m going
to take a closer hand in keeping up with expirations, renewals and lost Communiques.

Member Expires
Nancy O’Shields 01/20/03
Sheila Benton 01/22/03
Danny, Denby and Matthew Potts 02/21/03
Roger and Debra Burhite 03/03/03
Lisa Cardwell 03/09/03
Katie Cundiff 03/09/03
Randy Stephenson 03/09/03
Dean Meadows 03/09/03
Johnathan, Roberta and Kennith Fuller 04/04/03

Member Expires
Pat Simmons 04/14/03
Mark, Pamela and Michelle Lindsay 07/16/03
Neil and Lynnette Yawn 08/13/03
Wayne Crowe 09/09/03
Dennis Evans 09/26/03
Pete, Sue Ellen, Nick and Katrina Mohney 10/13/03
Roy Green 10/28/03
Loma Brown 01/05/04

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
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Command SStaff

Danny PPotts, Fleet Captain - Commanding Officer

Dennis EEvans, Cmdr - First Officer

Pat SSimmons, Lt Cmdr - Second Officer

Executive CCommittee

Sue EEllen MMohney, Captain

Roy GGreen, Lt Col

Denby PPotts, Lt Cmdr

Sciences

Roy GGreen, Lt Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil YYawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer SSciences

Mark LLindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Navigation

Debra BBurhite, Ensign, Chief

Engineering

Roger BBurhite, Ensign Chief

Cadet TTraining

Nicholas MMohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle LLindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew PPotts

Katrina MMohney

Kennith FFuller

Unassigned CCrew aand CCivilians

Randy SStephenson

Loma BBrown

Johnathan FFuller

Roberta KKeele-FFuller

Wayne CCrowe

Operations

Sue EEllen MMohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Debra BBurhite, Ensign, Assistant Ship's Counselor

Denby PPotts, Lt Cmdr, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete MMohney, Commodore, Technical Information Officer

Sheila BBenton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Lynnette YYawn, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Roy GGreen, Lt Col

Neil YYawn, Col, SFMD

Nancy OO'Shields, Maj

Communications

Dennis EEvans, Cmdr, Chief

Mark LLindsay, Cmdr

Pat SSimmons, Lt Cmdr

Security

Roy GGreen, Lt Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Nancy OO'Shields, Maj

Medical

Neil YYawn, Col, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Sheila BBenton, Lt Cmdr, Vice Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela LLindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Nancy OO'Shields, Maj, SFMD

USS HEPHAESTUS
COMMAND STRUCTURE



New SFI XO’s Group

Greetings all.

Since the owner of the previous SFI XO’s
group has turned up to be MIA, I have
taken it upon myself (at the suggestion of a
few others) to create a NEW XO’s discus-
sion group.

You can find the new group at: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/sfi-xo/

The group IS open to join, but until someone posts and identifies themself so I can be sure they are not a
spammer, I have set the group to moderated. Once I know who someone is I will set their account to over-
ride the moderation so they can post freely.

ALL XO’s of the fleet are invited to join this list.

Looking forward to meeting my fellow XO’s of the fleet.

Capt Dallas Vinson
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Chief Of Operations Closing

Greetings:

As of now I am closing the office of Chief of Operations, SFI
and turning everything over to Joost Ueffing!

From here on out ops@sfi.org will be his. If anyoine is send-
ing MSR’s to my private addy might want to start sending the
Joost at web.warrior@delhaven.ns.ca.

Thanks to all! Especially to Les for giving me the chance to
serve!

Good Luck to Mike Malotte and the rest of his admin.

VAdm. Mark A. Vinson
Chief of Operations, STARFLEET
ops@sfi.org

OTS Change of E-mail Address

Hello Everyone

I was just informed that Peg Pellerin (Director of
OTS-US) has changed her e-mail provider.

Her new e-mail address is:

Email4us3@gwi.net

I’ve contacted Mark Anbinder to change
OTS@sfi.org to point to her new address, but since
it’s a holiday week... Mark may not be at his com-
puter.

So... if you need to contact Peg, and if you are
sending OTS answer sheets, or OTS registrations,
please send them directly to:

Email4us3@gwi.net rather than the OTS
e-address.

In case you’ve used the OTS Online registration—
you may receive a ‘bounce’.

If so, please send it using the mail4us3@gwi.net
address.

Thank you!

Marlene
academy@sfi.org
occ@sfi.org
marlene@cboss.com

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/sfi-xo/
web.warriro@delhaven.ns.ca
mailto:ops@sfi.org
mailto:ops@sfi.org
mailto:OTS@sfi.org
academy@sfi.org
mailto:occ@sfi.org
mailto:marlene@cboss.com
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CLOSING RCR9 OFFICE

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Executive board,

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Board of Admirals,

Ladies and Gentlemen members of Starfleet
International,

It is with regret that I received yesterday the sad
news that the USS Saga will be decommisioned. 

After the resignation of the USS Belgica earlier this
year, the USS Saga was the last existing chapter,
thus with the decommissioning of the USS Saga,
there is no (official) need voor a regional coordinator.

With regret, I request MGN Robert J. Jackson to

halt the current Region VOC.

With regret, I request Fleet Admiral Les Richard to
discharche me as acting-regional coordinator.

It was a pleasure to serve with you,

Sincerley yours,

Lieutant Colonel RIk Rösken

former acting regional coordinator region 9

Deputy in Charge of the 958th MEU ‘seniors’ 

‘the remaining SFI representation in mainland
Europe’

‘TREK’ SCIENCE SHOWS ITS HUMAN SIDE

by Alan Boyle

Life ... the final frontier: These days, the voyages of the Starship Enterprise and its “Star Trek” casts are
exploring future-tense analogues to the present-tense problems posed by human biology. The TV show and
the latest “Star Trek” movie, opening Friday, delve into the frontiers of cloning, bioterror and a 22nd-century
Vulcan disease with echoes of AIDS.

WHEN IT COMES to “Trek” technology, most people think of warp drives, transporters and phaser beams.
But these days, the people behind the long-running science-fiction franchise are equally intrigued by molecu-
lar biology and genetics.

“Those are fascinating fields of research,” said Andre Bormanis, who is the story editor for the TV series
“Enterprise” and has served as science consultant for earlier “Star Trek” movies and TV shows.

And on an episode of “Enterprise” airing next February, it will turn out that T’Pol, the ship’s sexy Vulcan sci-
ence officer, may have contracted an HIV-like syndrome as the result of a mind meld - an activity that’s
frowned upon in the 22nd century, the era in which the show is set.

“It is something that can carry a very serious social stigma on Vulcan ... and T’Pol faces discrimination
because she has to reveal that she’s experienced a mind meld,” Bormanis explained.

Read the full article at: http://www.msnbc.com/news/845968.asp?0dm=C11OT

http://www.sev.com.au/toonzone/sevtrek.asp
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www.sluggy.com
www.sluggy.com
www.sluggy.com
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Dawn

Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga (story);
John Shiban (teleplay) Roxann Dawson

Guest Cast:

Gregg Henry as Zho’Kaan 
Brad Greenquist as Khata’n Zshaar 

Notes: 

12/20/02: “Dawn” will be the first episode to air after
the Holiday hiatus and pits Trip with an Arkonian pilot
downed on a lethal moon that sees 170 degree temper-
atures during the day. The two men must work togeth-
er to build a shelter from the heat while the Enterprise
and a belligerent Arkonian ship bicker over a rescue
strategy. Trip and the alien build a transmitter out of
combined parts from their crafts but the Enterprise
needs help from the Arkonian vessel to pick up the
alien frequency. When the men are located, the Arkonia
can’t be beamed up because of his unique physiology
and they must endure another treacherous “dawn”
before finally the shadow of a modified Arkonian shut-
tlepod signals their rescue. 

10/25/02: Making first contact with alien races is one
of the Enterprise’s primary missions and in the thir-
teenth episode of the season, “Dawn,” Trip will be
stranded as the NX-01 struggles to work with a distrust-
ful species to rescue him. 

The episode opens as Trip takes a shuttlepod to investi-
gate a planet ringed by moons, but when an unknown
vessel fires on his pod, the Enterprise loses contact and
assumes he has crash landed. Archer soon learns that
the region of space is claimed by a race known as the
Arkonians and their representative ‘Khata’n Zshaar’

orders the Enterprise out of their territory. 

T’Pol seems to know of this race and urges the captain
to exercise caution. Zshaar is equally distrusting and
when he spots T’Pol on the Enterprise bridge he
becomes increasingly uncooperative. But Archer sus-
pects that an Arkonian vessel probably shot down Trip’s
pod and makes an appeal to work together to locate
both missing officers. 

The captain finally convinces Zshaar to come aboard
and assist in a rescue operation that quickly detects a
Starfleet signal being sent with Arkonian technology.
Archer surmizes that Trip and the Arkonian pilot have
worked together to fashion the device and suggests
similar cooperation between he and Zshaar. 

Meanwhile, on the alien moon, Trip and his Arkonian
companion ‘Sha’Khana’ must fight for survival every
morning as the moon’s proximity to the nearby star
makes the daylight hours unihabitable. The two have to
find cover when the morning sun begins to heat up the
surface.

Stigma

Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga (story)

Directed By: David Livingston

Guest Cast:

Melinda Page Hamilton as Feezal 
Michael Ensign as Dr. Oratt 
Jeffrey Hayenga as Dr. Yuris 

Notes:

Enterrpise

EP# Title Air Date

139 Dawn 1/??/03

140 Stigma 1/??/03

141 Cease Fire 1/??/03

142 Crash Landing 1/??/03

143 Canamar 3/??/03

144 The Crossing 3/??/03
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12/20/02: In “Stigma,” airing February 5th, Doctor
Phlox goes in search of information about a Vulcan dis-
ease afflicting T’Pol while at an interspecies medical
conference. The disease is frowned upon in Vulcan soci-
ety and when T’Pol is “outed” and threatened with
recall to Vulcan, Archer calls for a hearing and one of
the Vulcan doctors at the symposium cracks under the
lights and reveals he suffers from the same disease.
T’Pol contracted the disease when she was forced into
a mind meld last season with another infected Vulcan.
T’Pol is allowed to remain on the Enterprise and the
Vulcan doctor is recalled to Vulcan. 

11/23/02: In the episode, T’Pol is diagnosed with
Pa’an Syndrome and Doctor Phlox seeks information on
the disease from a Vulcan contingent on a nearby plan-
et participating in the Interspecies Medical Exchange.
Vulcans with the disease are stigmatized in their society
so Phlox must be secretive about his need for the infor-
mation. 

Meanwhile, one of the doctor’s three Denobulan
wives—“Feezal”—comes aboard to help Trip install a
neutron microscope in Sickbay. This will be the first
Denobulan aside from Phlox seen in the series and was
played by actress Melinda Page Hamilton.

Cease Fire

Written By: Chris Black 

Directed By: David Straiton

Guest Cast: 

John Balma as Captain Muroc 
Vaughn Armstrong as Admiral Forest 
Gary Graham as Ambassador Soval 
Suzie Plakson as Female Andorian 

Notes:

12/20/02: In “Cease Fire,” we’ll see the return of
Jeffrey Combs’s Andorian ‘Shran’ as Archer is set to bro-
ker a deal between the Andorians and the Vulcans over
a disputed planet. When a rogue group of Andorians
shoot down the shuttlepod containing Archer, T’Pol and
Ambassador Soval, the Andorians send reinforcements
to the planet thinking the Vulcans are responsible and
preparing for a confrontation. Trip, in command of the
Enterprise, in forced to intervene and stall the Andorian
fleet while Archer, who was able to land the pod, tries

to make his way to find Shran. Soval is injured when
the rogue officers attack but soon Shran captures them
and negotiations begin. A cease fire is reached and fur-
ther talks will continue as the Enterprise goes on her
merry way. 

12/6/02: The official STAR TREK web site has updat-
ed with its regular production report for the upcoming
episode “Cease Fire,” previously reported as featuring
the return of the Andorians and guest star Jeffrey
Combs as ‘Shran’. When a territorial dispute erupts
between the Vulcans and Andorians over a small planet,
Shran calls on Archer to negotiate a settlement.
According to the report, notable guest actress Suzie
Plakson, who played the Klingon ‘K’Ehleyr’ in THE NEXT
GENERATION, also joined the cast as the first female
Andorian on the show. The episode will also feature
another STAR TREK first, the initial glimpse at Andorian
starships, which will be designed in post-production. 

The report also notes that Gary Graham’s ‘Ambassador
Soval’ has the most scenes yet in “Cease Fire,” requiring
him to participate in five of the seven day shoot. Other
guest actors include Vaughn Armstrong as ‘Admiral
Forest’, who only required one day of photography, and
John Balma’s Vulcan ‘Commander Muroc’, who squares
off with Connor Trinneer’s ‘Trip’ via viewscreen while he
temporarily commands the Enterprise. 

Written by co-executive producer Chris Black (“Carbon
Creek,” “Singularity”), “Cease Fire” was directed by
David Straiton (“Vanishing Point,” “A Night In Sickbay,”
“Desert Crossing”). The episode is tentatively scheduled
to air February 12th. 

11/13/02: We haven’t seen the Andorians or learned
anything more about their mysterious on going conflict
with the Vulcans in ENTERPRISE’s time period since last
season’s “Shadows of “P’Jem.” But in an upcoming
episode likely to air in early 2003, the politics heat up
by drawing in a high Vulcan official. 

In “Cease Fire,” according to information provided
TrekWeb, Captain Archer and T’Pol take Ambassador
Soval in a shuttlepod down to an Andorian colony after
the Andorians request the meeting. How the Vulcan
Ambassador previously only seen at Starfleet
Headquarters makes his way into space is unknown,
but when the shuttlepod is shot down, a Vulcan ship is
sent to rescue the Ambassador and Trip must contend
with an anxious Vulcan commander—Muroc—who is
loathe to work with the Enterprise in a plan to retrieve
the officers. 
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Trip suggests sharing sensor logs to attempt and break
through Andorian interference but Muroc plays the
‘classified information’ card and opts to go it alone,
through the Enterprise if need be. In an interesting
reversal, Trip finds himself trying to convince the
Vulcans that a violent solution is not in everyone’s best
interests, but soon has to formulate this own rescue
plan.

Crash Landing

Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga (story);
Mike Sussman and Phyllis Strong (teleplay) 

Directed By: James Whitemore, Jr.

Guest Cast:

Cullen Douglas as Suliban Officer 
Mike Cassidy as Stunt Suliban 
Tim Storms as Stunt Suliban 

Notes: 

12/18/02: According to the official STAR TREK web
site, ENTERPRISE’s upcoming “Crash Landing” will
involve not only the Suliban, but the first meeting with
the Tholians since TOS’s “The Tholian Web.” 

When Archer and the NX-01 crew capture a futuristic
space ship with a dead human pilot, the Suliban and
the Tholians show up to lay claim to the vessel.
According to the production reprot from the episode,
the Tholians are as xenophobic in “Landing” as they
were in the original series episode. The episode will
feature digitally-created Tholian vessels and Suliban cell
ships. 

The episode is written by staff writers Mike Sussman
and Phyllis Strong and directed by James Whitmore, Jr.
(“Acquisition”). Guest cast includes Cullen Douglas as
“Suliban Solider,” Mike Cassidy and Tim Storms as a pair
of “Stunt Suliban” who get into a fight with Trip and
Malcolm. Vaughn Armstrong also appears as Admiral
Forrest via subspace communique. 

11/23/02: This episode will involve the return of the
Suliban and a piece of technology the Enterprise is car-
rying—a ship found adrift with a human pilot inside,
dead unfortunately. 

The ship appears furturistic and as Archer et al begin to
study it, a Suliban freighter shows up to claim prior sal-

vage rights. Archer refuses since it’s a human ship and
continues an investigation that turns up a myserious
box emitting a strange power signature inside the ship. 

When the Suliban return with some cell ships to aid in a
forcible recovery of the ship, Archer enlists the help of
the Vulcan vessel T’Yur, which the captain suspects will
be eager to help defend the Enterprise in order to
repay a recent debt. 

The Crossing

Written By: Rick Berman and Brannon Braga (story); 

Notes: 

12/16/02: While NEMESIS enters dukes it out in the-
aters, ENTERPRISE will continue to chug along after the
Holiday break, and TrekWeb has the first plot details of
the eighteenth episode of the year, “The Crossing.” 

This episode will feature several new ENTERPRISE
guest crewmembers, including engineering staffer
‘Rooney’, ‘Ensign Cook’, and two additional crewmem-
bers. After being disabled by an alien vessel and float-
ing adrift, the begin to act strangely. Trip gets taken
over by an alien lifeform that enters through his fore-
head and leaves the commander dazed and unable to
perform his duties. 

Rooney notices the problem and tells Archer, but later
Lt. Reed seems affected and when Trip seems to have
recovered, Rooney falls prey. In the hope of preventing
further trouble, hull plating is polarized but it doesn’t
seem to be enough and the crew must devise a way to
thwart this latest alien thread.
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CONNOR TRINNER HAPPY AS ‘TRIP’, HOPES
FOR QUIETER SIDE OF CHARACTER

By: Steve Krutzler

Speaking in the new issue
of DreamWatch, actor
Connor Trinner expressed
nothing but enthusiasm for
his role as ‘Trip Tucker’ on
ENTERPRISE. 

“I’m having such a good
time doing this show that I
don’t really have questions
about what they’re doing
for my character,” he told

journalist Ian Spelling. “They have spoken to me and
said, ‘We’re really keen on getting a couple out for
you.’ At this point I’m a company man.” 

In addition to working to continue developing rela-
tionships with the characters of Scott Bakula, Jolene
Blalock and Dominic Keating, Trinneer says he hopes

Trip will show a quieter side at some point. 

“I’m curious to see some of his stillness,” he says.
“I’d like to see him in a quiet moment. I’d like to see
Trip have to handle a situation internally, personally,
singularly and give it the time. I don’t know if that
will ever happen, but I think that would be rather
fascinating. You get so much of the other side of
him, but the pendulum swings in both directions,
always, and I’d like to see the other side.” 

Somewhat in the dark regarding the ultimate path
the show’s temporal cold war arc will take, Trinner
says he takes it upon himself as an actor to keep Trip
interesting for the audience. 

“I don’t look at this in any other way than I am an
actor with an awsome opportunity to walk through a
vast forest and at each turn there is something else
that I have to keep - a certain amount of innocence
in terms of keeping my eyes open about the experi-
ence itself. Having that opportunity, I luxuriate in.”

LA TIMES ANALYZES ENT’S FALL FROM
GRACE

By: Steve Krutzler

The Los Angeles Times analyzes the ailing fifth
STAR TREK series and its struggling network UPN

today, speaking with program-
ming chief Dawn Ostroff and
CBS chief Leslie Moonves. The
network has teamed up with
100 Loews Cineplexes across
the country this weekend to
play a 40-second ENTERPRISE
trailer in front of STAR TREK
NEMESIS, in an effort to
increase the show’s shrinking

audience, which is off 60% from its debut last sea-
son. 

According to writer Meg James, this comes as part
of a Viacom mandate from president Mel Karmazin to
invest $4 billion in promoting the aging STAR TREK
franchise. Analyst Steve Sternberg says in the article,
“It’s still one of UPN’s highest-rated shows, although
these days that’s not saying too much.” 

The consolidation of UPN with big brother CBS has
allowed the network to reduce its deficit significanly
this year and Moonves is optimistic. So is producer
Rick Berman, who says ENTERPRISE is creatively
“better than ever.” 

Not everyone agrees, including analyst Larry D.
Gerbrandt of Kagan World Media, who says “They’ve
sort of lost the touchstones in a way... it seems like
over the last couple of years the stories have gotten
smaller and less important.” TrekWeb’s Steve Krutzler
is also quoted in the article, saying “The show does-
n’t seem very inspired.”

Rick Berman
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STAR TREK BLOOPERS TO SEE LIGHT OF DAY IN UPN SPECIAL AIRING IN JANUARY

STAR TREK outtakes and bloopers have rarely been glimpsed by the public over the years but now UPN will
be exploiting such materials from ENTERPRISE for a new January 14th special called UPN’s FUNKY FLUBS.
Hosted by star of the network’s Monday comedy GIRLFRIENDS, Tracee Ellis Ross, the show will feature
“uproarious, unrehearsed and uncensored clips from The Parkers, One on One, Girlfriends, Half & Half,
Enterprise, The Twilight Zone, and UPN’s new comedy Abby,” according to a press release available at Psi Phi. 

The show comes on the heels of successful editions for Viacom sister network CBS, which has aired CBS’
FUNNY FLUBS AND SCREW-UPS, produced by Andrew Solt Prods., according to Variety. The article stresses
that programming like this is cheap to produce and generally invites successful ratings. 

The special will air January 14th at 8:00 PM EST.

ACTOR RENE AUBERJONOIS SAYS
ODO/KIRA ROMANCE HAPPENED BY
ACCIDENT

By: Steve Krutzler 

STAR TREK: DEEP
SPACE NINE actor René
Auberjonois recently
spoke in an appearance
in Las Vegas about the
third TREK series and
his character, the
shapeshifter ‘Odo’.
German site TrekZone.de
has published a tran-
script from the panel
and supplied TrekWeb
with some English

excerpts: 

Question: How did you react when learning
that Odo would return to his people?

René Auberjonois: I had never doubted that. It was
just a question of [the] time when this would hap-
pen. Especially at the end of the show when the big
war erupted, it was the best development for Odo,
that was possible, to serve as a “tool for peace.” 

Question: Was the romantic relationship
between Odo and Kira planed?

René Auberjonois: No that probably happened by
coincidence. Nana and I didn’t like the idea too
much. We knew each other for a pretty long time,
and of course it was fun acting together, but we had
to do what the writers told us. 

In the episode “Necessary Evil”, where I act as if I
were Colombo, Odo realizes at the end that it was
Kira who betrayed him years ago during the
Cardassian occupation. I think in the last scene there
was a camera setting that showed Odo looking dis-
appointed at Kira. However, in addition to this there
was a close up of both of us recorded. When we
watched it the following day, it seemed through the
way the director recorded it, as if Odo had a crush
on Kira. Of course that spread around the whole set
very quickly and the authors had something new to
work with. Quite a few people probably liked it, but
that had to be people who also liked “The phantom
of the opera” (smiling). First they played with the
idea, but then they dropped it and brought some
other awesome dudes for Kira. 

Question: How did the thing with Odo and
Lwaxana Troi go? Why was it never continued
to develop?

Movie & Series News
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René Auberjonois: I respect our authors, who for
seven years continuously provided us with good sto-
ries and helped DS9 to become a successful legend,
very much. The Lwaxana-Troi stories are similar to all
the other stories with reappearing characters: you
only should let them appear if you have a really good
story for them, and not just because you can do it. I
guess there just wasn’t a good occasion anymore
and I think it is better that way, to not do it all,
instead of making mediocre or bad episodes. 

Question: You are a very welcomed guest at
conventions. Do you remember your first

appearance at a con? 

René Auberjonois: Of course. That was a pretty big
surprise back then. Colm Meaney, who as an “Next
Generation” actor already had some con experience,
asked me to replace him at a convention in Chicago
because he had other stuff to do. Back then we
already finished some episodes but the show hadn’t
aired. I had my doubts about if the audience actually
would know who I am, but Colm scattered my
doubts with the words, that the fans are friendly and
most of all are curiously about DS9. Nevertheless I
was pretty nervous. While waiting for my appearance

“NEMESIS” STUBS GOOD FOR TNG CHECK
BOOK OFFER

Courtesy of the Anthony Grandio Company,
STARTREK.COM readers can make use of their ticket
stubs after seeing “Star Trek Nemesis” on the open-
ing weekend (December 13-15) for a special offer
on TNG check book covers. (The Anthony Grandio
Company are the makers of specialized checks and
checkbooks.) 

The offer, available for a limited time only (U.S.
residents only please), requires fans to send $2.95
for shipping, along with their “Nemesis” movie ticket
stub. These checkbook covers normally run $6.95,
plus shipping. 

The checkbook cover being offered is the U.S.S.
Enterprise NCC-1701-D from Star Trek: The Next
Generation. It has a clear vinyl checkbook shell that
accommodates either single or duplicate checks. A
Star Trek checkbook register accompanies the
checkbook cover, with the front cover of the register
containing Star Trek graphics and identifies the reg-
ister as a “Captain’s Log” and the reverse side of the
register containing a three-year calendar, also
enhanced with Star Trek graphics. 

The Anthony Grandio Company offers a selection
of Star Trek products, including more in their line of
check book covers, customized return address labels
watches and calculators. Information on these and
other products is available at their Web site via the
link below. 

http://anthonygrandio.com/startrek/nemesis/

COULD TREK IV HAVE BEEN...REAL?!?

Greetings All!

You know, usually the line between Trek and
reality seems pretty clear to me. But this news
article in yesterday’s Arutz Sheva News From
Israel blurred it a bit:

Researchers in Weizmann University of Science
in Rehovot have developed a method that, it is
hoped, will enable the growth of a new kidney
in the bodies of those waiting for kidney trans-
plants. Results of the tests, carried out by Prof.
Yair Reisner and Dr. Benny Dekel, were pub-
lished today in Nature Medicine. The process
has already succeeded in mice, but another
year or more of research is required before
tests can be carried out on people. Some
50,000 people are awaiting kidney transplants
in the U.S.  alone, and 2,000 died this past year
while waiting...

Remember the dialysis patient Doc McCoy
gave the pills to that started growing a new kid-
ney? About 15 years is about how long I
would’ve suspected it would take for scientists
to analyze the chemicals introduced into her
system...what’s taking Dr. Nichols so long with
that transparent aluminum?

http://anthonygrandio.com/startrek/nemesis/
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PATRICK STEWART SURE NEMESIS ENDS TNG, BUT SAYS STAR TREK WILL CONTINUE

By: Steve Krutzler 

Attending the United Kingdom premiere of STAR TREK NEMESIS last night and speak-
ing at the STAR TREK ADVENTURE attraction in London, Patrick Stewart made his most
certain statements yet that NEMESIS will be the NEXT GEN crew’s last feature film after
a disappointing #2 debut at the box office. 

“I’m sure this is our final curtain,” he said. “All of us are very sensitive about not want-
ing to outstay our welcome. When the party comes to a close, it is best to leave before
you are the last guest.” 

Despite the box office returns, Stewart says he thinks NEMESIS is still the best of the
four films he’s made for the franchise. 

“I think we have made a terrifically good film here. My feeling is that there is no reason
why the franchise of Star Trek should not go on indefinitely. It is just that certain of us will fade out and
move on.”

‘STAR TREK: THE MAGAZINE’ WRAPS UP

After four years on the newsstands, the Paramount-autho-
rised ‘Star Trek: The Magazine’ is set to fold next year. 

The monthly magazine’s last issue will be published in April,
2003, according to its web site, which did not give any reason
for the periodical’s closure. Although no new issues will be
published, back issues will still be available for $7.99. 

Launched in May 1999, ‘Star Trek: The Magazine’ promised
the “very best new, up-to-date, in-depth news and informa-
tion” in each 112-page issue. The first edition included inter-
views with Patrick Stewart (Jean-Luc Picard), Deep Space Nine
executive producer Ira Steven Behr, and Trek head honcho
Rick Berman, as well as articles on the making of the Voyager
episode ‘Dark Frontier’ and designing tricorders. The publica-
tion gained a reputation for its technical briefings with topics
ranging from the Borg and USS Voyager to the Klingon
Defense Force and Ferengi pods. 

Over the past year, the magazine had been running com-
memorative issues to celebrate the special edition DVD releas-
es of the Star Trek films. With ‘Star Trek: The Motion Picture’
and ‘Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan’ profiled in the
December 2001 and September 2002 issues, respectively,
December’s issue takes a look at ‘Star Trek III: The Search
For Spock.’ Interviewees include director Leonard Nimoy
(Spock) and producer Harve Bennett, while the publication
also features articles on the film’s special effects and produc-
tion design.
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2003 Conventions
The Florida Extravaganza;The Collector’s Toy, Comic and Fantasy Convention. Jan 11-12
2003, Orlando Fl.  Guests Include: Linda Blair (The Exorcist), Doug Bradley (Hellraiser), Living Dead
Doll Creators; Ed Long and Damien Glonek.  For more information visit there website at
www.fxshow.com or call 941-360-6666

Chattacon XXVIII; Chattanooga Science Fiction Convention, Inc.  Jan 17-19, 2003.  The Read
House Hotel, Chattanooga, TN.  Guests Include; Gregory Benford, Christopher Stasheff, Steve
Hickman, F. Paul Wilson, Charles Grant.  Registration $40/$20 Until December 31st, 2002.  At the
door $50/$25.  At The Door 1 day $30/$15. Group Rates Are Available. Hotel Rates are $89 a night.
Call 423-266-4121.  For more information vist the web site at www.chattacon.org.  E-mail;
info@chattacon.org or registration@chattacon.org.  Mail; Chattacon 28, PO Box 23908,
Chattanooga, TN 37422-3908

HallowCon 03 Medieval Fantasy and Gothic Horror Convention: Oct. 24th-26th 2003 - Comfort
Inn, Chattanooga TN.  Guest: TBA. Gaming: Fantasy Role-play and a WarhammerQuest “Ultimate
Dungeon” featuring the Goblin King, Tracy Rann. Tabletop wargames hosted by the Dwarf Engineer,
Doug Spohn. We have ample game space for other Game Masters as well. Let us know what you
would like to Master. Dealers’ Room: Dealer’s space is free for the asking with paid membership,
however you do have to reserve your table. Sorry, only one table per dealer. Art Show: This art show
is for aspiring artists who would like to display and sell their genre artwork. Display area is free with
paid membership. We furnish one six-foot display table, artists must furnish easels, racks or any
other necessary display equipment. You must reserve your display area. Con-Suite: Our Con-Suite
has Softdrinks, Cold Beer, snacks and sandwiches with a full dinner served Friday and a Banquet
Saturday, all free with paid membership. We will also have a liquor bar from 8pm till 2am Friday and
Saturday nights. Our Motel serves a full complimentary breakfast to guests every morning. Video
Room: Fantasy and Horror Movie Extravaganza with our own Live version of Mystery Theater with
puppet master James Ward.Memberships: $20 until April 1st, $25 until October 1st, $30 thereafter
and at the door. Motel Information: King Guest rooms are $56, King Suites are $66 and Double
Double Suites are $76. The suites are fantastic with separate living and bed rooms. All rooms have
a twin size sleeper sofa, microwave, refrigerator and more. Some rooms have Whirlpool Tubs. The
motel also has a Fitness Center with Dry Sauna. We will be posting pictures of the facilities on our
web site, soon. To make your reservation call Comfort Inn at (423)893-7979 and tell them you are
with HallowCon. Contact Info: HallowCon Inc, c/o L. D. Stacy, 172 McNeese Ln., Ringgold, Ga. 30736.
Phone: 706-935-8666, e-mail: lstacy@catt.com

www.fxshow.com
www.chattacon.org
mailto:info@chattacon.org
mailto:registration@chattacon.org
mailto:lstacy@catt.com

